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Sputnik 1957 apush

If you see this message, it means that we are having trouble uploading external resources to our website. If you are behind a web filter, make sure *.kastatic.org and *.kasandbox.org unblocked. Cards Return to Set Details The Term Definition of an American Pediatrician, whose book Baby and Child Care, published in 1946, is one of the greatest best-sellers of all time. Her revolutionary message to
mothers was that you knew more than you think you know. The term Definition of an American priest, activist and prominent leader in the African-American civil rights movement. His main legacy was to ensure progress on civil rights in the United States and he became a human rights icon. He raised the public consciousness of the civil rights movement and embodied him as one of the 100,000 greatest
orators in U.S. history. Term Definition 14. Chief Judge of the United States and the only person elected governor of California three times. Before he was in those positions, he was attorney general of Alameda County, California, and the District Attorney of California. The term Definition A is used to describe a group of American writers who came to terms in the 1950s. The core elements of this culture
include the rejection of mainstream values, drug experimentation and alternate forms of sexuality, and an interest in Eastern spirituality. The term Definition of the Voting Rights Bill was the first civil rights legislation passed by Congress in the United States after reconstruction. After being nominated to Congress by then-President Dwight Eisenhower, Senator James Strom Thurmond retained the most
powerful one-person filibuster in history in an attempt not to become law. The term Definition of the United States Federal Law, which established federal inspections of local voters and introduced penalties for anyone who obstructed someone's attempt to register to vote or actually vote. Term Definition Of Foreign Policy Theory between the 1950s and 1980s. The term State definition could require U.S.
economic assistance and/or assistance from U.S. military forces if it is threatened by armed aggression by another country. Eisenhower, in his doctrine, singled out the Soviet threat by ending a commitment by US forces to ensure and protect the territorial integrity and political independence of such nations, while seeking such assistance against large-armed aggression from any nation controlled by
international communism. The term Definition of African American Civil Rights Activist, which was later called the Mother of the Modern Civil Rights Movement by the U.S. Congress. On December 1, 1955, in Montgomery, Alabama, Parks, 42, refused to obey the order of bus driver James Blake to Give up your seat to make room for a white passenger. Definition The first artificial satellite orbiting the Earth.
On October 4, 1957, the Soviet Union launched it into elliptical low-Earth orbit and was the first in a series of satellites, known jointly as the Sputnik program. The unplanned prediction of Sputnik 1's success inspired Sputnik's crisis in the Us and ignited the Space Race inside the Cold War. The term Definition of an American poet, best known for the poem Howl (1956), in which he praises fellow friends from
the Beats generation and criticizes what he saw as a destructive force of materialism and conformity in the United States. The term Definition of an American novelist and poet. In addition to William S. Burroughs and Allen Ginsberg, he is considered a pioneer of the beat generation. As an important writer, he had his own spontaneous style and content, which was consistently engaged in jazz, promiscuity,
Buddhism, drugs, poverty and travel. The term Definition 36. Governor of Arkansas, serving from 1955 to 1967. He is known for defying the desegregation of Little Rock Public Schools in 1957 during the Little Rock Crisis, in which he defied a unanimous U.N. Supreme Court decision by ordering the Arkansas National Guard to stop African American students from attending Little Rock Central High School.
The term Definition The document, written in February-March 1956 by us congresseals, opposes racial integration in public places. Term Definition of U.S. Secretary of State under President Dwight D. Eisenhower from 1953 to 1959. In the early Cold War, he was an important figure who advocated an aggressive stance against communism around the world. He also played an important role in the Central
Intelligence Agency's operation to downs and destroy the Democratic Mossadegh Government of Iran in 1953 (Operation Ajax) and the Democratic Government of Arbenza in Guatemala in 1954 (Operation PBSUCCESS). The term Definition of a network of limited access highways (also called motorways or expressways) in the United States, named after President Dwight D. Eisenhower, who was a
champion in its design. The entire system has a total length of 46,876 miles since 2006, making it both the largest highway system in the world and the largest public works project in history. Support users have a free ad experience!  Test Your Skills: Cold War TriviaContinuity and Change in Period 8  ContextStudy Guide: The Cold War 1945 - 1980Nakon WWII, the US and USSR had very different
goals and ideals, leading to a conflict that would make the country the dominant global superpower. The term Cold War is out of political tension and hostility, which does not lack open warfare. While the US focused on the spread of democracy and open markets around the world, the USSR wanted to spread communism to have rabbits around them. As a result, the US has taken hold as promoted by the
scholar George Kennan. Kennan believed that the U.S. should focus on communism, ⏱ ️ Timeline  Live Stream Replay: The Cold War Up to 1965 Slides: The Cold War1947: America gives aid to Britain to help fight communist forces in Greece, leading to the Truman Doctrine, declaring America will give aid to any country fighting against the ugpressive Communist forces.1947 : The Marshall Plan comes
into effect, in which America gives money to Europe for reconstruction. This aimed to create more American alliances and stop the spread of communism in Europe.1949: NATO (North Atlantic Treaty Organization) is creating the United States and other non-communist countries, Alisa's national coordination of the defense of the Communists that is the earth's insue.1949: The SSSR detonates the first
atomic bomb, the war of jaciine over the U.S. and the 1950s Red Scare began. When Senator Joseph McCarthy claimed he knew about the hasty Americans who were secretly communists. The culture of fear in America has intensified, with politicians and other public figures accused of being communists. This turned into a witch hunt (referring to the salem witch trials) as individuals were branded ruthless
by others, Who wanted to destroy his career.1952: Tension surged in armaments as the United States released its first hydrogen bomb.1954: McCarthyism (Communist accusations and fear) began dying in the United States, the Senate censored Senator McCarthy, with the team saying that his process was asexual hunt for the enuity. 1955: The Warsaw Pact established a communist alliance between the
USSR and other European communist nations.1957: The Cold War continues, When USSR Sputnik 1 -first orbits satellite-into space, Space Race launch.1961: The SSSR is sent the first people to space.1961: How SESR is further advancing in space, President Kennedy is challenging the United States to keep people on the moon. As tensions continue and the US lags behind in the space race, America is
bringing more resources into scientific and mathematical programs to reach the Moon for the first time: After Communist leader Fidel Castro took control of Cuba, the CIA carried out an invasion of the Bay of Pigs. The plan to attack Cuba and lower Castro has failed and tensions over communism continue to rise.1961: The Berlin Wall is built, separating the USSR and the US-controlled territory of Germany,
reflecting the growing hostility between the two nations.1962: The Cuban missile crisis begins when Castro allows the USSR to secretly place missiles in Cuba aimed at the US. Later that year, the U.S. discovered them, and President Kennedy set up a blockade around Cuba while ordering the USSR to re-run the area. Just as the war seemed inevitable, Soviet leader Nikita Hruschev took missiles from
Cuba.Cuban missile crisisCuba UnionCommunist revolutionary leader Fidel Castro has been imprisoned by the Soviet Union after seizing power in Cuba. Castro caused Cuba to secede to Soviet economic and military aid, which gave the Soviet Union great leverage over Castro.Castro was also hostile to America as President Kennedy tried to ousl his rule in a failed Bay of Pigs invasion. He agreed to host
Soviet missiles to pull off further U.S. interventions. Crisis ❗As of October 14, 1962, an American aircraft photographed Soviet missiles in Cuba, 90 miles from Florida.After consultation, President Kennedy adopted a naval blockade around the island to prevent the supply of more equipment and issued an ultimatum for missile disposal missiles, which meant a direct escalation that could lead to nuclear war.
The conclusion ️S. Soviet leader Nikita Hrushchev agreed to remove the missiles in exchange for America agreeing not to attack Cuba and remove U.S. missiles in Turkey. Post-Cuban missile crisis 1969: American Apollo 11 lands and America becomes the first country to send people to the moon.1978: The USSR invaded Afghanistan, and the US supports Afghan insurgents.1989: The Cold War
begins to suck when the USSR withdraws from Afghanistan, militarily and financially exhausted. UsSR Prime Minister Gorbachov acknowledges that the continuation of the rapid military growth fueled by the Cold War is economically inductive, and US President Reagan is advocating the 1989-90 berlin wall: Unrest occurs in East Germany, while other parts of Europe resist Soviet power. The Berlin Wall
finally falls in 1990.1991: The USSR is dissolved into separate countries of Russia, Ukraine and Belarus.  Remember, this is just a quick snapshot of the main things you should know from the Cold War. History is all about drawing your own conclusions from complex situations, causes and effects. To do this, you need to read your APUSH textbook! The best advice I can give you is to read, re-read, review
and draw conclusions for yourself from the material you have read. While this is an excellent quick review, it is important and much more interesting to dive deeper, and I really encourage you to do it! Good luck this year, good luck reading and remember... (Picture politely quickmeme.com) Other sources: ms. McGathey's notes slides, The Princeton Review Review
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